
PRODUCT CARD

PRODUCT CODE: AD-OM-6104L4/B

EAN CODE: 5908254822179

NORTES LED 5W, mirror lamp, 320lm,
4000K, 30 cm long, aluminium black
NORTES LED lamp for illuminating mirrors, showcases, paintings or other elements that we would like to display with light.
The lampshade, made of plastic, has a long, flat shape, thanks to which it ensures even illumination of a given surface. The
simple and elegant form of this luminaire will make the lamp look good both in a modern bathroom and in interiors full of
classic furniture, in which there are items worth special distinction with light. The light source in this product has a form of
SMD LEDs that emit light with a natural white color. Despite low energy consumption of 5W, the luminous flux of the emitted
light is high and equals to 320lm. The IP44 ingress protection class guarantees sufficient protection against dust and water
splashing from any angle. Thanks to this the lamp is a safe solution for installation in the bathroom and other rooms with
increased humidity. This type of lighting has been designed in a way that allows 4 methods of installation - in a display case,
above the mirror and 2 different ways to mount it on the wall. The product is made of aluminum in black color. The length of
the luminaire is 30 cm.

Rated power:

5W
Colour temperature:

4000K
Type of switch:

OTHER
Other features:

4 methods of instalation
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General information

Light source: LED SMD

Rated power: 5 W

Nominal voltage: 230V~, 50Hz

Luminous flux: 320 lm

Material: aluminum

Colour: black mat

Motion sensor: no

Installation: surface mounting

Colour temperature: 4000K

Degree of protection (IP): 44

Colour rendering index CRI: >80

Type of switch:

Dimensions - depth: 40 mm

Dimensions - height: 100 mm

Other features: 4 methods of instalation
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